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Editor's Notes
New subscribers since spring of last year are Dr. Marlena G. Corcoran, Department of
English, Grinnell College; Judson K. Evans, 362 Union Street, Holbrook, Massachusetts; Dr. Chris
Snodgrass, Department of English, University of Florida; and Dr. William B. Thesing, Department of
English, University of South Carolina.

*
Either editor would be pleased to receive news about your appointments, honors, · research,
travel, and recent writings that include Pater.
News

Gerald Monsman has been appointed Head of the Department of English at the University of
Arizona, effective July 1. He has already moved John Sparrow's holograph manuscript of the
unpublished chapters of Gaston de Latour from safe-keeping at the Duke University Library to safekeeping at the University of Arizona Library. The Pater Newsletter welcomes him and pauses a
moment to contemplate the amazement Walter Pater of Brasenose would have felt if his crystal ball
had forecast a spot in the wild territory of Arizona as an important future cent er for the study of
his writings.

*
Eugene Brzenk, Billie lnman, Gerald Monsman, and Hayden Ward met at the MLA Convention in Chicago last December to discuss progress on The Complete Works of WaIter Pater. You will
be glad to know that five editors have made very significant progress: Donald L. Hill (Vol. 1-18641873: Earl Essa s and "The Renaissance"); Brzenk (Vol. IV-1885-1888: Criticism and "Imaginary
Portraits" ; Monsman Vol. V-1888-1891: "Gas ton de Latour" and Criticism): William F. Shuter (Vo!.
VI 1892-1893: Fiction, Criticism, and "Plato and Platonism"); and Ward (Last Essays, in Vol. VII).
The manuscripts of some of these volumes will very likely be completed by the spring semester of
1987. Laurel Brake will have a stretch of time this summer to work on Volume II-1874-1883:
Criticism and Fiction. There is good news in regard to possible subvention of Monsman's and Inman's
volumes. The Provost's Author Support Fund, to aid scholars whose publishers require subvention
charges, has been established at the University of Arizona. Awards are made twice yearly on a
competitive basis.

*
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Linda Dowling has a new appointment as a Professor in the Department of English and
Comparative Literature, the McMicken College of Arts and Sciences, the University of Cincinnati.

*
William F. Buckler's Waiter Pater: Three Major Texts, with Introduction, will be published
by New York University Press In mId summer of thIs year. This book contains The Renaissance,
Appreciations (with "Aesthetic Poetry" rather than "Feuillet's La Morte"), and Imaginary Portraits,
entire. Professor Buckler describes it as "a reader's edition." His Waiter Pater: The Critic as
Artist of Ideas is in press and will probably appear in early 1987. It contains first a chapter entitled
."Pater's Apprenticeship in Critical Prose" ("Diaphaneite" through "Leonardo da Vinci"), next a
. chapter entitled "Manner as Meaning: Toward a Characterization of Pater's Critical Method", and
then chapters on each of Pater's books, including Gaston de Latour.

*
Ed Block, who has recently received tenure at Marquette University, reports that his essay
"The Fortunes of the Literary Portrait: Pater, Symons, Yeats" will appear during the coming fall in
SEL.

*
lan Small reports that two articles related to his edition of Marius the Epicurean will soon
appear, one on problems in annotating a novel like Marius, in Essays in Criticism (this summer), and
one on Pater's use of the Script ores Historiae Augustae, in Notes and Queries.

*
Bernard Richards, who has been on leave from Brasenose College this spring, has completed
a book on Victorian poetry for the new Longmans Series, History of English Literature.

*
Robert Wellisch has spent his sabbatical year in Europe studying the image of Italy in
Victorian literature and art.

*
Frank Court is planning to spend most of the summer in England. Martha Vogeler will be in
London in late July and early August, and in Aberystwyth later in August.

*
Laurel Brake will be speaking at the RSVP Conference in New York in November 1986.

*
Billie Inman made a first-trip to Greece in March, visiting Athens, Corinth, Mycenae,
Epidaurus, Olympia, Delphi, and the Island of Aegina.
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edited by Hayden Ward
Theorie der Literarhistorie: Prinzipien und Paradigm en, by Claus Uhlig.
Gruyter, 1982, pp. 334.

Heidelberg:

Waiter de

Uhlig's ambitious and challenging book is an important contribution to current debate on the
subject of literary theory. It is a work in two parts. The first opens with an impressively broad
survey of the developments in literary criticism which have taken place in the 20th century. Uhlig's
main concern here is the position, or more commonly the absence, of any conception of "literary
history" within the practice of criticism. By literary history, however, Uhlig means something
totally different from the mere listing of writers in chronologoical sequence or grouping under
disignations such as Elizabethan or Romantic, which most of us will remember from the primers of
our schooldays. Nor is it any part of his intention to make literary history an off-shoot or subdivision of some other kind of history, whether social, economic or cultural. For him historicity is a
fundamental aspect of literariness and hence a given which the critic cannot afford to disregard.
The reader may well sense that he is here approaching a ground already trodden by W. Jackson Bate
and Harold Bloom. This is so, but for Uhlig the ground is inadequately mapped and only after a
vigorous Summa contra Bloom does he proceed to the main task of the first part, which consists in
elaborating a conceptual apparatus capable of enabling the critic to deal adequately with the
literary historicalness of a given text. To this end he mines a vast range of critics, historians,
philosophers and poets, expropriating and modifying the concepts he needs. Eclecticism as sovereign
as this does not need justification.
The concepts which Uhlig evolves are five in number. The first three, Palingenesis, Ananke,
Palimpsest, form one group; the last two, Reminiscence and Repristination, another. The Greek
idea of palingenesis or rebirth is harnessed as a way of signifying the return and consequently the
presence of the past in the present. As Uhlig remarks, this is an idea which Anglo-American
criticism has never lost sight of, and it could be exemplified by the "presence" of Milton's Paradise
Lost in, say, Keats's Hyperion fragment. Ananke, one of Goethe's Orphic Ur-words, signifies
"necessity," an idea which is central to all determinist conceptions, whether in physics or history.
Not that Uhlig has any time for world-explanatory determinisms, but he does see a possible function
for such a concept within "small closed systems." Several applications for literary criticism are
suggested. Certain chronological literary sequences or traditions could be thought of as forming
something akin to limited "closed systems" within which determining pressures could operate.
Certain literary motifs or top.oi could be likewise regarded, as could also well-defined genre types
like comedy and tragedy. Pahmpsest is a term derived from classical philology where it refers to a
parchment or papyrus from which writing has been erased so that it can be written on again.
Applied metaphorically to literary history the term signifies the stratified structure evident in
works which display an awareness of literary precursors: the works of modernist writers like Joyce,
Pound and Eliot provide obvious examples. The two remaining concepts, reminiscence and
repristination, are specifically developed in order to deal with the historicalness of the modern
period, with its sense of its own lateness and consciousness of the burden of the past. The two
concepts are connected in a dialectical relationship akin to remembering and forgetting, the latter a
metaphor for the deliberate attempt at rejuvenation by shaking off the accumulated weight of the
past and thus returning to an original condition of primeval simplicity.
Although a great deal of exemplificaton and illustration of these concepts is undertaken ~
passant in the first part of the book, the main work of practical application is carried out in a
parallel sequence of five chapters in the second part. The scope of these essays varies enormously.
The chapter exemplifying the concept of text as palingenesis deals primarily with the eighteen lines
of Gertrude's report of Ophelia's death in Hamlet, whereas the chapter on Milton's response to
classical antiquity involves a discussion of Paradise Lost in relation to the epic tradition, to drama
and to Italian opera; The chapter on Pater, "Poetics of Reminiscence: Pater and the Literary
Method of a Late Age" as the title indicates, relates to one of the concepts discussed in the first
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part. And while the chapter could certainly be read with interest by Pater specialists as a detached
essay, its real raison d'etre is in its function within the book's total argument. Pater's interest for
Uhlig lies in the fact that he combines in exemplary fashion the essential characteristics of an
historically late writer who lives out of a "recollection of cultural tradition" and in whose work
"criticism and interpretation of the pre-given predominate over a creative making-anew" (p. 231).
But it is Pater's "literary method" which is the real focus of attention, and Uhlig's aim is to reveal
Pater's mode of seeing and depicting the world "as a necessary consequence of his historical
position" (p. 232). He first traces the development of Pater's own consciousness of his "lateness"
from the early essays through Marius the Epicurean to Plato and Platonism and pays special
attention to the consequences of his consciousness for his literary attitudes, for example the
primacy he accords to "imaginative memory" over the "creative faculty." Uhlig traces these
consequences in Pater's literary method, particularly the literary- and art-historical references with
which his "novels" and stories are thronged. He sees in them, as also in the translations which are
incorporated in the texts of Marius and Gaston de Latour, evidence of Pater's conception of the
continuity of history, the continuing existence of the past in the present. Naturally Lukacs's
interpretation of such features as mere antiquarianism is rejected since the interest is not in the
past for its own sake but in the relation of the past to the present. Uhlig goes on to discuss
something which he regards as an integral part of Pater's literary method and to which he gives the
name "secondary vision." By this he means Pater's tendency to perceive and to describe nature,
especially landscape, as if it had--already been the subject of a painting. This "seeing with other
eyes"-examples are found in Marius and Imaginary Portraits-is interpreted as Pater's method of
rendering transparent the spirit of past cultural epochs. The last section of the chapter confronts
the question of how Pater's literary method, now referred to in Wellek's phrase as Alexandrian
eclecticism, is to be evaluated. Uhlig sees no grounds for condescension but is clearly inclined to
regard Pater's method as decadent, and ultimately the judgment, while sympathetic, is unmistakably
lukewarm. The Pater chapter is preceded by one on Words worth and followed by a piece on Auden.
Inevitably in a work which carries a great polemical charge there is much a reader will feel
provoked to challenge and want to discuss further. This is particularly true of the theoretical
sections, which are significantly more controversilil than the chapters on specific authors. This
reader for one would have appreciated some more discussion of the interaction of the concepts
which are so systematically elaborated and some questioning too of the necessity for treating the
paradigms in relation to the particular concepts . . For example, it seems that the speech from
Hamlet could have been treated in the context of "Palimpsest," or Pater, whom Uhlig sees as
"determined" by his lateness, in the context of historical Ananke. Perhaps, too, the theoretical
sections are sometimes unduly obscure. Not that one expects an idea-rich book to be simple whose
presiding deities include Hegel, Nietzsche and Heidegger (significantly Marx hardly warrants a
mention). It is to be regretted that the fact that the work is in German is more likely now than in
Pater's day to deny it a significant part of the audience of Anglo-American literary critics to whom
it is principally addressed. Undoubtedly the great merits of the work will eventually ensure its
recognition, but a translation would speed this process and at the same time be a service to students
and scholars in many areas including Pater studies.
James Simpson
University of Liverpool
Forms of Attention, by Frank Kermode. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1985.
pp. 90. $10.95.
Forms of Attention was originally given as the Wellek Library Lectures at the University of
California, Irvine. Its main concern is to look at some of the principles at work in the promotion and
study of canonical texts. Kermode concludes, very plausibly, that canonical texts are those texts
which we read as if they were still alive, and to some degree detached from the historical conditions
which originally produced them. He uses Dr. Johnson's terms "opinion" (which is often close to
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ignorance) and "knowledge" to look at the forces making literature canonical, and concludes that
"opinion" has a key part to play;
Of special interest to Paterians is the first chapter: "Botticelli Recovered," since Pater had
an important part to play in the promotion of his art from a "marginal" ("marginal" is the "in" word
at the moment) position to a central one. The story has been told before, and Kermode admits a
debt to Sir Michael Levey's article "Botticelli and Nineteenth-Century England," JWCI, 23 (1960),
291-306. What happened was related to something more than a movement in taste for painting; it
connected itself to a realignment in standards of feminine beauty, which was being performed by
Rossetti, Swinburne and Burne- Jones, so that older men like Wornum who described the women as
"coarse and altogether without beauty" (in 1860) found their taste suddenly superseded by a
fascination with a saddened and melancholy beauty. Pater, says Kermode, was a critic who helped
to release Botticelli "from his historical oubliette" to make him into a cult figure . Kermode writes
that Botticelli "owed his promotion not to scholars but to artists and other persons of modern
sensibility, whose ideas of history were more passionate than accurate, and whose connoisseurship
was. . . far from exact" (p. 6). Another figure who dominates Kermode's essay is Herbert Horne,
whose Botticelli, Painter of Florence has recently been reissued, with an introduction by John PopeHennessy (1980). Kermode admits a debt to Ian Fletcher's "not quite complete manuscript of his life
of Horne," so it is to be hoped that the rest of us will have a chance of seeing it in published form
very shortly. There are also very interesting things about Warburg. There is a good deal to be
depressed about in "Botticelli Recovered," since Kermode thinks, probably with some justification,
that the kinds of "facts" which scholars cherish "will not maintain the life of a work of art from one
generation to another," since that ''life'' is prolonged really by the extended conversation of
interpretation, and it is more than likely that many of the elements of interpretation will be
erroneous, and nourished by the extreme subjectivity of interpreters. So do the scholars have to
pack up and go home? I don't think so, but it would take more space than I have to list
the yes,
but. . .'s that spring to mind as one reads the essay.

an

Bernard Richards
Brasenose College, Oxford
The Tradition of Return: The Im licit Histor of Modern Literature, by Jeffrey M. Perl. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1984. pp. 360. c 32.50.
For the past twenty years critics of the ideology of modernism have criticized its apocalyptic elements, its preoccupation with political order, and its attempt to integrate human
awareness and action within the work of art itself-rather than in an ongoing process of artistic and
other activity including political. Jeffrey Perl has attempted to respond to the critique through a
number of case studies in which he examines how the search for order and the attempt to
reintegrate sensibility are expressed in a number of modernist classics. Doing so, he isolates the
trope of a return to origins as a key ideological (and formal) element of modernism. He finds this
movement in the work of T. S. Eliot, in Joyce's Ulysses, in a number of fictions dealing with history
such as Tolstoy's Sebastapol tales and Henry James's The Ambassadors, and in Pound's poetry and
political pamphlets.
Arguing that the identification of a self-conscious modernity with a return to the past
begins in the Renaissance, he defends the view (familiar from 19th-century writers like Burckhardt
and Pater) that modernism is culturally continuous with the Renaisssance. Renaissance humanists
implicitly and Burckhardt explicitly see Western history in terms of an "A-B-A periodization of
history" (Perl, p. 23) in which Classical greatness gives way to the Christian Middle Ages, which are
in turn succeeded by the Classical Revival of quattrocento Florence. Perl points out that the
schema implies a negative valuation of Christianity and a view as well that the new age is in some
sense post-Christian.
.
Copyright @ by Richard Dellamora
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Perl, however, also argues that one may find an ideology of return in the art of other times
and places. He uses as an example of the fact Homer's Odyssey itself, which in Perl's study becomes
the typological point of origin of the literature of return. He allegorizes Homeric epic as a quest
which begins with a revulsion from normality in favour of a search for the Ideal. But the pursuit of
novelty and experience yields ennui and disillusionment, which in turn provoke a need to return to
the real, to home. He carefully valorizes all three periods and indicates that the points of origin and
return are both similar and different; at the end of his study, however, he sees the longing to return
home, a goal to be achieved after great bloodshed, as one of the great temptations of the ideology
of return.
As Perl knows, his initial paradigm (point of origin-pursuit of the Ideal-return to the Real) is
abstract and schematic; and at times the pattern does not serve him well. Burckhardt, for instance,
with whom Perl briefly deals, emphasizes the Middle Ages not as a period of Idealism but as one in
which the possibility of human individuality is submerged in the identification of human beings with
family, party or some other "general category" (Pt. 2, ch. 1). And Perl's third term, the Real, is a
notoriously mystified one. Near the end of his chapter on modernist versions of tragedy, for
example, Perl contends that in The Family Reunion (1939) Eliot attempts to combine ritual elements
derived from early Greek drama with "bourgeois naturalism" (p. 138). However, to identify as Perl
does at this point the conventions of drawing-room theatre with "the Real" is question-begging in
the extreme. Perl is on surer ground when he reminds readers of the integral use of Odyssean
narrative in Ulysses, and his emphasis on the affirmation of normal values at the end of the novel is
both familiar from Richard Ellmann's readings and persuasive.
In Perl's chapter on the function of myth in modern psychology, he further develops an idea
introduced earlier in the discussion of 19th-century German approaches to Greek tragedy: na mely
the return to origins goes back further than Periclean Athens to archaic communities and myths.
This suggestion greatly changes the idea of the origin to which modern ~mlture returns, and one
might well wonder how much in common Neitzsche's sense of Greek ideals has with a Renaissance
humanist's interest in antiquity. At the end of this chapter, Perl observes both the irony that
attends the myth-making of 20th-century writers and the fact that try though they will to supplant
Christian myth, for post-Christians too "Christian mythos is inescapable, pervades the whole
culture" (p. 255).
In his last and possibly most illuminating chapter, Perl considers how Pound's sympathy for
apocalyptic modes of thinking made hi m vulnerable to Italian Fascism. Perl associates this tendency
with what he refers to as the "Book 24 aspect" of the Odyssey, the tendency to applaud the massacre
that Ulysses must unleash in order to restore the good old days. Perl warns that the tendency of
"post-modernist" cri tics and artists to ignore the elements of modernist ideology within their own
work makes them susceptible to the apocalyptic nostalgia that proved to be an Achilles' heel of
modernism. Such forgetfulness contributes as well to latterday attempts to substitute culture for
politics and, as Pound did, to justify politics on aesthetic grounds. Pound, for instance, called
Mussolini first and foremost an "artist" (p. 268).
Early in the book, Perl uses Burckhardt and Pater to articulate two contrasting ideas of
modernity. Interpreting Burckhardt through Nietzsche, Perl sees him as idealizing a culture in
which despotism permits and even encourages artists and their individuality. According to Perl,
Burckhardt does so out of contempt for bourgeois culture. In contrast, Perl regards the Pater of
"Winckelmann" as conciliating the values of secular humanism with those of Greek antiquity. Perl
calls the pattern "theodicean" since Pater believes that the modern period may be able to unify the
cultural sensibility sundered by Christian asceticism. Perl, however, seems to me to misunderstand
the 19th-century debate between Hebraism and Hellenism. Burckhardt intends to remind his readers
that artistic and personal freedom does not justify political injustice. Granted, the glamour of the
"Black Rena issance" appeals to him-but as a bored bourgeois not' as a thinker. And Perl's ·treatment
of Pater lifts him out of the historical context that gives him breath. "Winckelmann" is poised
between Pater's onslaught against Arnold's misuse of the Classics and Pater's own utopian goals,
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personal terms meant thirty years of struggle. To ignore the struggle may make Pater more
plausible as the proponent of the elusive modernist ideal of an associated sensibility, but doing so
omits his dearly purchased awareness of the fragmentary character of the project.
Richard Dellamora
Trent University
Victorian and Modern Poetics, by Carol T. Christ, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1984.
pp. 178. $16.00.
Professor Christ acknowledges that "the differences between Victorian and modern poetry in
tone, in the use of irony, in decorum, in style, in density, to name just a few areas of contrast, are
of course significant." Those differences have, however, "been so amply described," according to
Professor Christ, "that the break between the two periods has been exaggerated and the historical
continuity obscured." Her study, using Tennyson, Browning, and Arnold as representative Victorians
and Eliot, Pound, and Yeats as the Moderns, attempts to show that their denigration of Victorianism
is, in fact, a manifestation of an "anxiety of influence," a shared concern that the legacy of their
common Romantic forebears threatens to relegate poetry to solipsistic subjectivity.
Romantic Imagination was a source of discomfort to the Victorians who valued insights that
showed the object as in itself it really is rather than an object that is a creation of an imagination
and may have an existence limited to that realm. Pater's observation that knowing the object
involves an interior dialogue of the mind with itself wherein "each mind [is] a solitary prisoner
[of) its own dream of a world" offers dubious escape from subjectivity and provides no escape for
Pater's Modernist admirers from the suspicion that Moderns have no easy access to objectivity but
are like their Victorian predecessors doomed to an uncomfortable subjectivity.
The strategies of Tennyson, Browning, and Arnold to escape the subjectivity of their
Romantic forebears are familiar to the student of Victorian poetry, nurtured on the criticism of
E.D.H. Johnson, Robert Langbaum, and others. The extent to which Eliot, Pound, and Yeats
employed similar strategies is the burden of Christ's study:
Like the Victorians, the Modernists modify their Romantic heritage by seeking a more
objective basis for poetic discourse. In so doing they evolve poetic strategies that
resemble those of the Victorians: constructs of mask and persona which, like the
Victorian dramatic monologue, distance the poem from the poet; theories of image and
symbol which identify sensuous perception with the qualities of objects themselves;
theories of language which emphasize its transparency as a medium for sensation;
structures of myth and history which provide a narrative that contains and gives
significance to personalities. Despite their anti-Victorianism, Modernist poets explore
ways of objectifying poetry that show striking continuities with Victorian poetics.
(p. 3)

Professor Christ devotes a chapter each to juxtapositions of illustrations of these Victorian
and Modernist strategies for the sake of demonstrating the "striking continuities": 1) "Dramatic
Monologue, Mask, and Persona," 2) "The Picturesque and Modernist Theories of the Image," and 3)
"Myth, History, and the Structure of the Long Poem." Quite familiar, of course, is the lineage of
the Victorian dramatic monologue and the fact that the Victorian and Modernist alike "sought the
escape that the dramatic monologue offered from the restrictions of voice imposed by the mere
personality of the poet." More provocative is the juxtaposition of the criticism of poetry U,at
lacks sensuous immediacy by Eliot, Pound, and Yeats with the critical insights of Arthur Henry
Hallam in his review of Tennyson's early poetry. The "picturesque" which Hallam finds in his
friend's poetry is the quality that Modernists sought even in so characteristic a twentieth-century
poetic aspiration as the "objective correlative."
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Even more provocative is the effort that reveals similar impulses behind The Idylls of the
King, The Ring and the Book, and Sordello and, for example, The Wasteland and Pound's The
Cantos. Christ argues that Modernist poetry may indeed be "radically different from Victorian
poetry." "But," she adds, "its most extreme differe·n ces-the fragmentation, the effacement of
controlling consciousness-are motivated in large part by an effort to sustain the very
contradictions in historical vision which characterize the Victorian poetic enterprise. 'The
mythical method,' 'the method of luminous detail' fulfill the dream Browning had of writing a
poem about histOI'y which transcends the biases of historical consciousness, of presenting the real
without the interfering presence of the poet, of revealing the pattern in history through history."
The Modernists, in other words, had in Victorian poetry, if not necessarily successful models for
their own most characteristic achievements, at least trailblazers for their ventures into history,
and, according to Christ, "They accomplished what Arnold prophesized in his prose-the
unification of culture as a historical process with culture as an ideal and timeless touchstone of
human excellence."
Christ's effort to trace the "striking continuities" between the Victorians and the Modernists
is a successful and provocative one at least as far as Eliot, Pound, and Yeats are concerned. The
Modernists' reluctance to acknowledge these continuities can be attributed, according to Christ's
final chapter, to factors discussed by WaIter Jackson Bate in his The Burden of the Past and the
English Poet and by Harold Bloom in his The Anxiety of Influence. The relations between the
Victorians and the Modernists that Christ elucidates have significant implications for literary
historians to say nothing about the rehabilitative effect on the reputations of the Victorians. To
show late in the twentieth century that the Victorians were kindred spirits to literary figures of at
least fifty years ago is a modest step at any rate in the right direction. Perhaps the University of
Chicago Press can find some Victorian-"Who prop, thou ask'st in these bad days, my mind?"-who
might strive, to seek, to find some way to eliminate the myriad of typographical errors that infest
this book and are a continuous source of dismay and distraction to the modern reader.
John F. Stasny
West Virginia University
Work in Progress, almost in Press
Waiter Pater and His Reading, 1874-1877, with a Bibliography of His Library Borrowings,
1878-1894, a continuation of Waiter Pater's Readin : A Biblio ra h of His Librar Borrowin s
and Literary References, 1858-1873 Garland, 1981 , will be in press by July 1. Somewhat longer
than the first book, it assesses the influence upon Pater's works, short range and long, of 56 books
borrowed by Pater from libraries at Oxford during 1874-1877, and traces, with commentary, 406
literary references in essays written by Pater during that period: "Wordsworth," "Measure for
Measure," Review of J.A. Symonds' The Age of the Despots, "The Myth of Demeter and
Persephone," "A Study of Dionysus," "Romanticism," "Two Early French Stories," "The School of
Giorgione," and "The Bacchanals of Euripides." Appendix A lists, with full bibliographical detail,
336 library borrowings dating from 1878 to Pater's death in 1894, with brief annotations on
especially significant works. Included among the annotations on library borrowings and li terary
re ferences of 1874-77 are some that are extensive, essays in fact, comparing Pater with authors
whom he read often during this period, such as Stendhal, Prosper Merimee, Octave Feuillet,
Benjamin Jowett, and Edward B. Tylor. Other extensive annotations set Pater's ideas on myths
into the context of nineteenth-century mythology, with attention to parallel and noticeably
different ideas and details in works of Georg Frederich Creuzer, Christian Augustus. Lobeck,
George Grote, Karl Otfried Miiller, F.G. Welcker, Ludwig Preller, '\1ax MUller, John Ruskin, and
John Addington Symonds. Included also are plot summaries of several little-known novels that
Pater read--for example, three by George Sand that have not been translated: Mademoiselle la
Quintinie, Jean de la Roche, and La Ville noir.
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depth, since this book assesses only four years of library borrowings and the literary references in
only nine essays, its coverage is severely limited.
But so significant was the reading of this
period to Pater's later works that twenty-six works written after 1877 are referred to in the book
in pursuit of continuing reference: for example, in Marius the Epicurean, under a general
reference to Theophile Gautier, there is an allusion to a specific scene in Capitaine Fracasse, a
novel that Pater had referred to by name in "Romanticism," in 1876. Some of the connectIons
between reading from this period and later works are crucial. Although Pater published "Feuillet's
La Morte" and "Prosper Merimee" in 1890, he did most of his reading of Feuillet and Merimee
between 1874 and 1877. Although he did not publish Plato and Platonism until 1893, he was
lecturing on Plato throughout the 1870s. He published three of his Greek essays in 1880, but he
had presented them as lectures in 1878 and had done much of the reading for them in 1877.
While researching this book, aside from being astounded at the sheer amount of Pater's
reading, what has impressed me most has been his craftiness in using sources. To equate Pater
with his personae is to miss a shrewd, deceptive, highly ironic side of him. Under censure for
irreligion, lack of social conscience, and effeminacy, with only his Fellowship, tutoring, and
writing as sources of income, Pater developed after 1874 some remarkable self-protective
strategies in his writing, which may be classified under the terms indirection, misnaming and
myth-making. So successful was he in managing these strategies that only a close study of his
texts in conjunction with his sources and his pretended sources reveals his methods and the extent
to which they characterize his works, not of this period only, but for the remainder of his career.
When his ideas appear to be most derivative, they may not be derivative, or at least not in the
way they appear to be. For example, in "Romanticism," he appears to be balancing Sainte-Beuve's
definition of Classic against Stendhal's definition of Romantic; but, in fact, the definition of
Classic that he explains owes nothing to Sainte-Beuve Ut owes more to Goethe), and though he
takes one definition of Romanticism directly from Stendhal, he associates it with a play Stendhal
detested, Victor Hugo's Hernam, which was quite different from plays that Stendhal regarded as
Romantic; and he takes other liberties with Stendhal's texts. Further, I am convinced that in "The
School of Giorgione," he coins three terms in as many foreign languages, to mask ideas that he is
introducing, attributing the terms vaguely to critics who used the respective languages. After a
good deal of searching for the terms and conferring with other readers who were well informed, I
feel sure no other critics had used these terms-Anders-streben, la vraie verite, and il fuoco
Giorgionesco.
Careful not to appear scientific, as he had appeared in the late 1860s and early 1870s, Pater
introduces in his works ideas from the new social sciences under religious masks. For example, he
calls animism, which he had found described in great detail by the leading anthropologist of the
day, Edward B. Tylor, the "older more spiritual philosophy" (Fortnightly Rev. 25:89). And that
"quaint German mystic," whose identity many Paterians have searched for until their eyelids were
very weary, was probably not a mystic at all; indeed, the idea attributed to the "mystic" (at the
beginning of Chapter 21 of Marius), the central theme in "The Child in the House" as well as in
"Two Curious Houses," is not mystical. The passage in which the idea is "quoted" seems to be
Pater's phrasing of suggestions from psychological works by Hippolyte Taine and Herbert Spencer,
with possibly some help from observations of relationships between houses and their occupants in
Wuthering Heights, referred to for the first time in "Romanticism," in 1876, and Jean de la Roche,
borrowed first in that year.
Because of Pater's statement about his intention in "Demeter and Persephone," it appears to
a reader who does not know his sources well that he is making a study of the development of the
myth; but, in fact, through extreme selectivity, he is contributing to what he calls the "third
phase," or "ethical phase," and using methods he describes (with what degree of self-amusement
might be imagined) as follows: "The myth has now entered on the third phase of its life, in which
it becomes the property of those more elevated spirits, who, in the decline of the Greek religion,
pick and choose and modify, with perfect freedom of mind, whatever in it may seem adapted to
minister to their culture" (Fortnightly Rev., 25:269).
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But not only does Pater have his say under the cover of apparent sources during these years,
but he sometimes does the opposite, as when younger':'-draws heavily upon works without the least
suggestion of what his sources were. This happens most frequently, it seems to me, with scholarly
works written in German that had not been translated into English (and still have not been), like
Ludwig Preller's Griechische Mythologie and Johannes Adolf Overbeck's Geschichte der
Griechischen Plastik.
Also surprising to me is the extent to which some of Pater's main ideas changed during the
years 1874-77. Even though I had read his works thoroughly before, l' had not noted that in the
Second Edition of The Renaissance he significantly altered the idea of the Renaissance stated in
the First Editiorr' and that he very markedly changed his attitude toward "the worship of sorrow,"
which he had written about contemptuously in "Coleridge's Writings."
The Introduction to Waiter Pater and His Reading is not yet written, but the preceding are
som e of the ideas that will be in it.
Billie Andrew Inman
Recent Publications
Compiled by Carol Thoma and Billie Inman;
Essays and Reviews Annotated by Franklin E. Court
Books
Barolsky, Paul. Waiter Pater's Renaissance. University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State Univ. Press,
1986 (November). This book places The Renaissance in various literary traditions: art criticism,
criticism as literature, poetry, fiction, history. To be reviewed in PN.
Culler, A. Dwight. The Victorian Mirror of History. New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1985. "The
author explores the Victorians' use of history, surveying the major authors and the intellectual and
cultural currents of the era. Among those treated are Carlyle, Mill, Newman, Ruskin, Arnold, the
pre-Raphaelites, and Pater" (Essay-and General Lit. Index, April 1986). To be reviewed in PN.
Fraser, Hilary. Beauty and Belief: Aesthetics and Religion in Victorian Literature. Cambridge,
London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, Sydney: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1986. Chapters on
Theology (Keble, Newman, and the Oxford Movement), Epistemology (Hopkins), Criticism (Ruskin
and Arnold), and Aestheticism (Pater and Wilde). To be reviewed in PN.
McGrath, F. C. The Sensible Spirit: Waiter Pater and the Origins of Modernism. Gainesville, FL:
University Presses of Florida, 1986. According to McGrath, "Pater did not merely anticipate certain
principles and techniques of individual twentieth-century writers, but rather he provided the
Modernist movement with a cogent formulation of a comprehensive aesthetic program, a
formulation that facilitated the literary revolution that followed it" (progress report in PN, No. 11,
p. 5). To be reviewell in PN.
O'Hara, Daniel T. The Romance of Interpretation: Visionary Criticism from Pater to DeMan. New
York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1985. Chapter Il is "The Temptations of the Scholar: Waiter Pater's
Imaginary Portraits." Other critics treated are Northrope Frye, Harold Bloom, Geoffrey Hartman,
and Paul de Man. To be reviewed in PN.
Pater, Waiter. Marius the Epicurean. Introd. and Ed., Ian Small. 'World's Classics. Oxford and New
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1986. The text of this edition is Pater's Third Edition, 1892. Small states
in his "Note on the Text": "there is no correspondence that would support the view that the

- 11posthumous fourth (1898) edition had Pater's full authority." This edition includes a brief selected
bibliography and chronology and extensive explanatory notes. To be reviewed in P N with Sir :vJichael
Levey's Penguin edition of Marius, 1985.

Essays
Booth, Alison. "The Author of The Authoress of the Odyssey: Samuel Butler as a Paterian Critic."
SEL 1500-1900 25 (Autumn 1985), 865-83. Butler's The Authoress of the Odyssey, his claim that the
Homeric epic was written by an eleventh-century Sicilian woman ("very much at home in the
Victoriar. tradition"), reads to Booth like a Paterian imaginary portrait, though in the end, she finds
Butler, like Pater, reworking biography into a new form, seeing the life of the figure under
investigation within history but simultaneously capable of transcending history. Though no direct
Paterian influence on Butler is apparent, the Authoress, taken seriously, places Butler in a "line of
criticism" from Carlyle to Ruskin to Arnold and Pater. Butler shared a "critical affinity" with
Pater; he also rhapsodizes impressionistically at times. [Some basic critical similarities between
the two authors are briefly sketched in the remainder of this essay.]
Brake, Laurel. "Literary Criticism and Victorian Periodicals." The Yearbook of English Studies 16
(1986), 92-116. In this article on the intricate interrelationships between the growth of periodical
literature and the transition from amateur reviewing to professional criticism, Laurel Brake prompts
some interesting questions concerning the significance to Pater of publishing in the periodical press.
To what extent were the subject, style, and tone of Pater's earliest essays determined by his writing
for the Westminster Review, which had a reputation for being "wicked" (T. H. Huxley's word, noted
by Brake, p. 101)1 Did the Westminster Review assign Pater Otto Jahn's biography of Winckelmann
to review because it saw itself "in a vanguard particularly receptive to German criticism and
inimical to orthodox Christianity" (p. 101), or did Pater initiate an essay on Winckelmann that found
its occasion in the publication of Jahn's biography? To what extent did the idea of publishing in an
ephemeral medium that made "'slight pretension to systematic completeness'" (p. 94) make Pater
feel justified in writing limited studies of artists-"Notes on Leonardo da Vinci," "A Fragment on
Sandro Botticelli," and "The Poetry of Michelangelo"? Finally, would Pater have had more freedom
to follow his inclinations if he had continued to wri te anonymously for the periodical press as he did
during 1866-68? Brake quotes Thomas Hughes' statement in Macmillan's Ma~azine that "the pieces
in Essays and Reviews would 'have passed unnoticed in one or another of t e Quarterlies had they
been published anonymously'" (p. 11 0). Of course the subjects covered in this well researched
article, Victorian critics on their critical practice, the periodicals and the form of criticism, and
anonymity, signature, and the quality and status of criticism are of much broader interest than the
specific questions on Pater. (B.A.I.)
Buckler, William E. "The Poetics of Pater's Prose: 'The Child in the House.'" Victorian Poetry 23
(Autumn 1985), 281-88. Poems by Arnold such as "Stanzas in Memory of the Author of Obermann,"
"Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse," and "The Scholar-Gipsy" bear similarities in "motive,"
artistic and poetic, to Pater's imaginary portraits. Buckler's phrase "poetics of prose" refers to a
writer's distinctive intellectual and spirited way of treating a subject rather than to a specialized
trope in a systematized literary system. . There is an "elusive but real" line of development, he
argues [in contrast to T. S. Eliot's developmental claim], with Wordsworth and Goethe in the
background, from Arnold's poetry to Pater's portraits. "The Child in the House" illustrates the
poetic machinations of Pater's prose. It is "the creative outgrowth of Pater's critical writing," and
to see it merely as hidden autobiography is to be "dead to [its] form." "Memory heightens;
perception transforms, structure distances and directs," he claims; and the three powers are
mutually reinforcing and organically fused in "Child," which has as its emblematic cent er a

- 12 transformation, the myth of metamorphosis, the psyche beginning to understand life mirrored in its
own individuality. Buckler emphatically believes that the "Child" should be read as poetry, not
biography, historicality, or ideological "fact."
Conlon, John J. "WaIter Pater and the Transitional Age." ELT 1880-1920, Special Series, no. 3,
Essays on Selected Transition Authors: In Fond Memory of Hal Gerber (1985), 59-64. Between 18801920 a change in sensibility and taste developed in literature that anticipated the ideas and
techniques of many modern and post modern writers. Conlon claims that Pater's position as a major
force in this transition first became clear to critics in the early 1950's -and since then his works have
been the subject of numerous essays and reviews, many of which have appeared in ELT. Pater's
influence touched his contemporaries in many ways, one of which was his advocacy of the need to
extend their literary interests abroad, especially to France. For Conlon, "French Romanticism is at
the core of Pater's approach to art and literature of the ancient world, the Middle Ages; the
Renaissance, and his own era." His "art for art's sake" was borrowed from Gautier; the Renaissance,
for him, began in France; he helped greatly in gaining an audience for the prose of Sainte Beuve and
Michelet, the poetry of Du Bellay and the Pleiade, Flaubert's fiction and letters, Zola's naturalism,
the works of Stendhal and Prosper Merimee, and other lesser known French writers.
Gerber, Helmut E. "English Literature, 1880-1920: A Speculative Overview." ELT: 1880-1920,
Special Series, no. 3, Essays on Selected Transition Authors: In Fond Memory of Hal Gerber (1985),
14-29. Pater suggested a way to view the '80's and '90's. For Pater the "Renaissance," as a concept,
as a time of diversity and contradictory impulses, extended to his own time. Gerber calls it a "small
renaissan<!e, but a renaissance nevertheless," a time when life and art were explored with energy and
a desire for newness found in changes in the language and form of art and in the content of art. In
language, experimentation and greater precision were sought. The aesthetes and decadents were not
artistically antithetical to the realists; instead, as Pater noted, these divergent forces proceeded
"'from different starting points'" but moved towards similar ends. Transitional writers also
remained interdisciplinary, drawing on a variety of art forms and regularly drawing on Pater for
justification of their diversity and range. The discursive nature of the literature of the period is
exemplified by the rise of serious interest in the short story as an experimental form, nowhere
better represented than in Pater's "The Child in the House," an exercise that Gerber interprets as
part of the process of "brain building," and in his Imaginary Portraits, Renaissance, and Marius the
Epicurean, that Gerber reads as "a three-volume quest for the house of thought."
Keefe, Robert. "Walter Pater: The Critic and the Irrational." Vic. Newsl. No. 69 (Spring 1986), 1216.
To Robert Keefe, the Pater who wrote The Renaissance was a "timid but profound
revolutionary," who alerted readers to "the discontinuities of the self," destabilizing the "personal
past" and, also, through his essays on Greek mythology, undermining the Victorian sense of the
"civilized self, the product of history" (p. 12). In his early works he had nothing to do with Apollo, a
Victorian symbol of order; Venus, "the goddess of pleasure and fecundity" is the "central deity" of
The Renaissance. The three "central" essays, on Botticelli, Michelangelo, and Leonardo, according
to Keefe, play out a "fertility rite," in which Michelangelo, the bridegroom, attains "the highest
reaches of creativity" by achieving "androgyny," "a harmony of the masculine and feminine, the
Hebraic and Hellenic, in his own nature" (p. 13). After the ritual bridegroom dies, Leonardo appears,
bringing the seeds of death. Pater loses his eroticism in the middle of life and becomes deathlikethe process begun in "Leonardo da Vinci" reaches its culmination as Venus disappears and is replaced
by "the dualistic gnostic deities" (Demeter, Persephone, Dionysus), whose dark sides are full of
"insane, destructive rage." In the premature old age out of which he wrote Plato and Platonism,
according to Keefe, Pater becomes the opposite of the revolutionary he had been in youth; he turns
for the first time to Apollo, who is masculine, rational, orderly, and sterile. His writing suffers:
"the prose style and the ideas of Plato and Platonism are brittle, so hard that they attain a state of
unintended fragility" (p. 16). (B. A. 1.)

- 13 Sutton, Denys. "Aspects of British Collecting Part IV." Apollo 112 (August 1985), 84-129. This
issue of Apollo is a must for Paterians, since it contains four excellent articles that provide the
background of collecting, scholarship and connoisseurship against which his writing must be placed.
They are "From Ottley to Eastlake," "The Age of Robert Browning," "Crowe and Cavalcaselle," and
"Discoveries." Then as a bonus there is a five-page piece on Herbert Horne, and 23 pages of letters
from Horne to Roger Fry. One is amazed at Sutton's prodigious energy and knowledge in putting all
this together. And it is all generously illustrated. There may be fewer ideas than in Kermode's
piece [see the second review in this number of PN], but there is a good deal more factual
knowledge. One's main reservation is 'that the mention on Pater is all too brief, since he is more
important in the history of nineteenth-century attitudes to Italian art than the short statement
implies: "A further stimulus to the popularity of Italy's art was provided by the publication in 1873
of Walt8r Pater's Studies in the History of the Renaissance" (p. 110). [Bernard Richards]
Wilcox, John C. "An Inquiry into Juan Ramon Jimenez' Interest in Walter Pater." Studies in 20th
Century Literature 7 (Spring 1983), 185-99.
Wilcox summarizes some pertinent facts from
Howard T. Young's study in which he discusses Juan Raman Jimenez' interest in Pater [Young, The
Line in the Mar in: Juan Ramon Jimenez and His Readin s in Blake Shelle and Yeats (Madison:
Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1980 . In 1907, Marius, Imaginary Portraits, and the "Leonardo da Vinci"
essay were recommended to Jimenez. In 1916 he purchased Pater's complete works. From the
Renaissance, he acknowledged reading the chapters on Botticelli, Michelangelo's poetry, and da
Vinci. He also was fascinated by Yeats' inclusion of Pater's description of La Gioconda in the
Oxford Book of Modern Verse (1936), a fascination that affected the development of his own prose
poem, "Espacio." Wilcox adds more information, largely conjectural, owing to the presence of
Pater's works in Jimenez' library, to his discussion of Pater's "influence" on Jimenez, citing what he
interprets mainly as "parallels," "similarities," with no solid evidence for Pater as a definite source.
Reviews
Bassan, Fernande. Walter Pater and the French Tradition, by John J. Conlon (Lewisburg: Bucknell
Univ. Press, 1982). In French Review 57 (March 1984), 558. Conlon's interesting comparative study
focuses on Pater's knowledge of French literature. Pater is a figure who has received little
attention among French critics in spite of the fact that he wrote numerous essays on French culture
and French literature. Thanks to Conlon we now have a better conception of how one British author
borrowed from French sources; usually the influence operating in the other direction, from England
to France, is the subject of English literary studies. [In French] .
Brake, Laurel. Strangeness and Beauty: An Antholo of Aesthetic Criticism 1849-1910, 2 vols., ed.
Eric Warner and Graham Hough (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1983. In Prose Studies 7
(December 1984), 265-67. Based on a "not always compatible" twin principle of organization,
Strangeness and Beauty, Brake argues, prompts "us to set aside our orientation to single authors or
single works." The editors' aim is diachronic not synchronic, corrective not negative, continental
rather than provincial, seeking "to reverse the reactive, wholesale rejection of Victorianism by
Modernism." Aestheticism, she cites here as the "welcome cuckoo" of Victoriana. Volume 2 offers
works by Pater. The edition brings together a wide cross-section of titles, and Brake believes that it
has potential for use in classroom examinations of the critical basis of aestheticism.
Evans, R. H. The Victorians and Ancient Greece, by Richard Jenkins (London: Blackwell, 1980) and
The Greek Herita e in Victorian Britain, by Frank W. Turner (New Haven and London: Yale Univ.
Press, 1981. In Literature and History 9 (Spring 1983), 121-23. Both books are informed by a "sharp
and critical judgement." They agree on the evaluation of Arnold but disagree on Pater. Jenkins
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But his writing is consistently lively and illuminating. Turner, like Jenkins, is aware that the
Greeks, like the Victorians, were much too diverse for a critical oversimplification, a single view.
Ruskin and Pater must be credited for recognizing qualities in Greek society that Arnold had
overlooked. The "strand of humanism" for which Pater was the pioneer was progressive and
achieved maturity in the works of Lowes Dickinson and Gilbert Murray.
Hartveit, Lars. Fi ures of Autobio raphy: The lan uage of Self-Writing in Victorian and Modern
England, by Avrom Fleishman (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1983. In English Studies 66
(April 1985), 180-81. Fleishman's informative but uneven survey of "mainstream" writers examines
autobiographies and autobiographical novels, including such "transitional" figures as Pater, Wilde,
and Gosse. [Fleishman limits his discussion of Pater to "The Child in the House."l
Reiman, Donald H. "Recent Studies in the Nineteenth Century." SEL 1500-1900 25 (Autumn 1985),
885-945. Reiman finds Nathan ScoWs The Poetics of Belief: Studies in Coleridge, Arnold, pater
Santayana, Stevens, and Heidegger (Chapel Hill and London: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1985
standing "at the crossing of theology and literature." Pater, like the others, is viewed as one more
religious quester.

l

Riede, David G. Ruskin and the Art of the Beholder, by Elizabeth K. Helsinger (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard Univ. Press, 1982). In Studies in Romanticism 23 (Fall 1984), 416-20. Helsinger's study
convincingly takes note of the relationship between Ruskin's self-contained impressionism, his desire
to educate the perception of his readers, and Pater's later critical thoughts on the relationship
between impressionistic word painting and the solipsistic vision. The study clearly indicates,
according to Riede's judgment, that Ruskin confirmed in advance, Pater's contention that one must
know one's "impression as it really is." Helsinger also notes here that, unlike Pater, Ruskin's concern
was with the beholder, the consumer, the public, rather than with the artist or the "moment." [But
whose "impression as it really is" is Pater endorsing in The Renaissance if not that of the spec tator,
the beholder, the public viewer, even as the "aesthetic critic"?]
Temple, Ruth Z. Waiter Pater and the French Tradition, by John J. Conlon (Lewisburg: Bucknell
Univ. Press, 1982). In Comparative Literature Studies, 22 (Spring 1985), 274-77. Temple observes
that Conlon fails to pay adequate attention to Billie Inman's work on Pater's reading and his study
suffers proportionally. His titles misleads, she adds; for there is no received understanding of the
term "the French tradition" as it relates to the nineteenth century, and, further, Conlon is
inconsistent in his use of the term. Conlon's method is also faulty: he examines "essay collections
and fiction seriatim," ignoring "the conventions of the comparatist study." But "the most serious
de fect of the book is its failure to consider Pater in context." Pater was but one of many authors
and translators who were expressing admiration for French writers in journal articles at the time.
Conlon wrongfully claims for Pater an essential role in the revival of interest in French literature in
th e nineteenth century. In the end, as the late essay on "Style" indicates, Pater opted for a moral
posture that makes him an English critic in the mainstream of moralistic English criticism.
Van Eerde, John. Waiter Pater and the French Tradition, by John J. Conlon (Lewisburg: Bucknell
University Press, 1982). In Nineteenth Century French Studies 12 (1983-84), 223-24. Conlon shows
that from th e outset of his published work, Pater acknowledged a new aesthetic doctrine stemming
from French salons and German philosophy. Conlon's opinions are "sensitive" and "analytical." Even
readers who might wish for more analysis in this book will applaud the simple and concise treatment
of Pater and the many diverse subjects that int er ested him.

- 15 Disserta tions
Candido, Anne Marie. ;'The Major Literary Artist as Biographer: Some 'Uses' of Biography in
Nineteenth-Century England and America." Ph.D. Indiana Univ., 1983. DAI 44, no. 12 (June 1984),
3677-A. 211 pp. Order No. 840'6783. This study treats biographies written by Robert Southey,
James Fenimore Cooper, Thomas Carlyle, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Waiter Pater, and Mark Twain, all
of whom were "committed not only to factual truth, but also to a more significant truth." The uses
of biography discussed are exemplum, spiritual discovery, and personal vision (Pater's and Twain's).
The "artistic shaping" of the biographical material is analyzed and defended.
Jarratt, Susan Carole Funderburgh. "A Victorian Sophistic: The Rhetoric of Knowledge in Darwin,
Newman, and Pater." Ph.D. Univ. of Texas, Austin, 1985. DAI 46, no. 10 (April 1986), 3041-A.
203 pp. Order No. DA 8529865. "Charles Darwin, John Henry Newman and Waiter Horatio Patereach having rejected traditional sources of knowledge-engage in the sophistic knowledge shaping
process; beginning with an intense awareness of a physical reality whose primary characteristic is
change, they order human perceptions, persuading a community of a "truth" through their personal
authority and the persuasiveness of their language. . . • In Newman's later work, Grammar of
Assent, and in the aesthetic criticism and fiction of Waiter Pater, the Victorian sophistic moves
away from the public expression of knowledge constructs (rhetoric) and focuses on the creation of
private truth systems (aesthetic)."
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